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18. Nov 2013 a 12:45 · Example of Field Competency Test (TKB) CPNS 2013 *Examples of tkb questions: Tricks to pass psychotests and job interviews E.g. TKB CPNS 2013: Example of the CPNS Field Competency Test (TKB) should be known before the TKB exam. Because? Because one step away you will be accepted as a civil
servant. Don't fail the TKB test so that your dream of becoming a civil servant disappears. For CPNS candidates who pass the Basic Competency Test (TKD) in certain formations/majors are required to take the next internship test, i.e. field capacity test or Field Competency Test (TKB). What courses or trainingare required to take this
TKB test? CPNS candidates who must participate in the Field Competency Test (TKB) are participants who are declared to pass and their name is on the list of tkd graduation ads in certain majors/institutions. As the training of teachers who are declared to pass in kindergarten, then take the advanced test, namely this Field Competency
Test (TKB). Example of TKB CPNS 2013 / Field Competence Test Material (TKB) As to which the material on tkb is adjusted to the formation of a position or job. For example, candidates for mathematics teachers will face the TKB related to mathematics education. Thus, a teacher or teacher should understand the example of the problem
of the Tkb teacher field before the exam. Especially for the TKB test for teachers the time will be determined by the Ministry of Education later. In the TKB itself that is tested is according to the field of each in the form of written tests tkb, interviews and the like adjusted to the formation of positions or jobs. Here is an example question of
TKB CPNS 2013 contains questions About TKB CPNS 2013, Discussion on TKB CPNS in the previous year and predictions about TKB 2013 such as: TKB Guru at the Ministry of Education = TKB Keguruan and Education TKB Kemenkes = TKB special knowledge in the field of health TKB Kemenkumham = TKB that discusses law and
human rights TKB Kemenpolhuam = TKB Competency Test In The Field of Hankam TKB BMKG = Competence Test for Geography Etc. Please share this article with other yes... LOWONGANKERJA15.COM - Do not fail the CPNS Exam of the Ministry of Education, Understand the SkD/SKB Problem Form. Meet the SkD/SKB CPNS
Kemendikbud Exam Form [Jangan Sampai Fail The Exam], Ministry of Education and Culture or better known by the acronym Kemendikbud is the favorite institution or most filled by cpns candidates two-year budget vacancy period 2017 with the number of participants up to 144,779 People followed by the Agency of the Ministry of
Finance reached 123,606 candidates. Because the Ministry of Education only needs training of 300 people, but the interest of to compete for the vacancies of the CPNS kemendikbud does not recognize the intense competition. With a competition comparison of 1:482 makes the thing pass in each selection of SKD and SKB very small
percentage. But don't flabby just before the war, always get ready from the supply supply mental and prayer, for sure. You also need to know the various ins and outs of the matter on kemendikbud cpns in both the basic skills selection exam and field. Because in the implementation of skd CPNS ministry of education and culture using
Computer Aided Test system (CAT) with graduation value of approval degree among other 143 for personal characteristics test, 80 for general intelligence test and 75 for national insight test. Participants included in the Basic Competency Selection must be candidates who are declared to meet the administrative selection requirements
(MP), so the SKD is implemented at each Competency Test Site (TUK) determined based on the area of the region selected at the time of registration. At the time of implementation of the SKD, each candidate is required to present the identification card of the participant of the selection and the valid original ID used at the time of
registration, as well as fill in the attendance list that was filled with the candidate's photo pass. Given the selection using the CAT system, then the time and location of the selection implementation to be carefully analyzed . and candidates can only perform SKD at a designated location and time. All materials on the KEMENDIKBUD CPNS
CD include National Insight Test (TWK), General Intelligence Test (TIU) and Personal Karateristic Test (TKP). Then, the Approval of the Basic Competence Selection (SKD) is based on the approval note stipulated in the regulation stipulated in the Regulation of the Minister for the Use of the State Apparatus and bureaucratic reform. Know
the Form of Skd /SKB CPNS Kemendikbud Exam Understands the Form of Kemendikbud Cpns Exam Issue in implementing the Basic Competency Selection (SKD) Kemendikbud cpns, you should still prepare well to deal with this, in addition to knowing the various rules that apply during the selection implementation period. 1. Question
Material on SKD CPNS Kemendikbud Exam for basicncy selection (SKD) cpns kemendikbud with Computer Aided Test system (CAT), which you must answer up to 100 questions in front of the computer. Did you know that the questions tested in this SKD consist of three groups, namely the Personal Characteristics Test (TKP), the
General Intelligence Test (TIU), and the National Insight Test (TWK). Understand the issue of the National Insight Test (TWK) cpns Kemendikbud in PANRB Ministerial Regulation No. 20/2017 on criteria for determining the needs of civil servants and the implementation of the CPNS Selection year 2017, explained, TWK to assess the
domain of knowledge and ability to implement the values of 4 (four) Pillars of National Indonesia. The questions given include Pancasila, The 1945 Constitution, Bhineka Tunggal Ika, and the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia (Indonesian Governance System, the history of the nation's struggle, the role of the Indonesian nation in
regional and global level, and the ability to speak well and correctly). Of the 100 questions tested, TWK has 30 questions and each correct answer is 5 or more 150 and a minimum of 0. Understand the Question of the General Intelligence Test (TIU) CPNS Kemendikbud As for the General Intelligence Test (TIU), according to the Head of
the KPPI Ministry of PANRB, is intended to assess the verbal ability, i.e. the ability to transmit information orally or write, numerical ability that is the ability to perform number calculation operations and see the relationship between numbers , logical reasoning ability which is the ability to reason in a runtut and systematic way; and
analytical thinking ability that is the ability to decompida a system problem. As with TWK, teams had to work on 30 questions. Understand the issue of the Personal Characteristics Test (TKP) CPNS Kemendikbud While the Personal Characteristic Test (TKP) aims to assess self-integrity, the spirit of achievement, creativity and innovation,
service orientation, orientation to others, adaptability, ability to control, ability to work independently and completely, willingness and ability to learn sustainably, ability to work together in groups and ability to move and coordinate others. In this group of questions, SKD participants were invited to ask 40 questions. But for this group of
questions, there is no zero value for each answer. The value ranges from 1 to 5, so if answered, the minimum value is 40 and the maximum is 200 CONCLUSIONS: No one can approve it in all kemendikbud CPNS selection if you do not study because your graduation results come from hard work and a lot of learning. Understand from
now on the material on the crime scene, TIU, and TWK CPNS Kemendikbud. Where? Quiet? You can learn all the ways about crime scene, TIU, TWK version of CAT here 2. The material on The Selection of Field Competencies (SKB) cpns kemendikbud Candidates who are entitled to join the SKB are candidates who have been declared
to meet the requirements (MP) of administrative selection and meet the requirements (MP) skd. The number of participants who can participate in the SKB is a maximum of 3 (three) times the number of needs in each position based on the skd value rating. Field Competency Selection (SKB) is performed for candidates who meet skd
(MP) requirements, with advanced psychotest test materials (advanced reasoning ability tests, advanced personality tests, and self-assessment tests). 1) Advanced thinking with a ratio of 30% 2) Advanced personality with a ratio of 50% 3) self-assessment with a ratio of 20% field competence selection implementation (SKB) using the
computer based Test (CBT) system and the test implementation site will be determined later. All cpns notices will be made by the Ministry of Education and Culture in cpns.kemdikbud.go.id, as well as the schedule of the final notice scheduled for November 20, 2017, or in accordance with the provisions of the use of the State State Wide
Resource and bureaucratic reform. The final graduation is determined based on the results of the integration of the Basic Competency Selection (SKD) and field competency selection (SKB) (SKB) weight 40% : 60%. Furthermore, the determination/decision of the Purchasing Commission of the Ministry of Education in 2017 is final and
cannot be challenged. Litigation.
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